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STANDING boldl out of the side of Stapleford Hill at Bramcote one of
the suburbs ofy Nottingham, can be seen the spectacular Hemlock Stone,
The name invokes thoughts of mastery and imagination, not to mention
fiark goiggs onfmoqg1%t nights, lder inhagitants (and gomfi pot so pld)

ave o me o wi c cra ceremonies a e s one no a an o m
informants admit to being present at them! Thus old traditions, ahethez
based upon substantial foundations or not, are perpetuated,

Modern geologists consider the Hemlock Stone to_consist of barite
cemented Bunter Sandstone belonging to the Lower Triassic Pebble Beds,
Except when barite- is present this sandstone is very soft and thus
easi y worked, which exp ains why Nottingham, a city largely situated on
it, has so many caves, for past inhabitants found_it quic , convenient
and cheap t_o extend their premises by quarrying into it, The Hemlock
Stone ex ibits how the otherwise very friable sandstone can in places
display considerable _strength,_Uith a fgirth at i_t's widest point of
seventy feet and a height o thirty-one eet, the pillar illustrates the
irregu ar distribution of the bari e, and is part of the explanation for
its appearance for centuries of erosion caused by a combination of
wind, rain, frost and robabl in more recent times industrial
pollution have removed the softer uncemented beds leaving the well
cemented layers standing out,

As mentioned above, contemporary geologists hold the pillar to be of
Bunter Sandstone (see, for exam€_e, he paper by F,H,Taylor and
A.R,E,Houldsworth, "The distribu ion of barite in Permo-Triassic
sandstone at Bramcote, Stapleford, Trowell and Sandiacre,
Nottinghamshire" (1973), flercjan eologist, 4,3,l7l-T77), in contrast to
this te Victorian eolo ist James h" ' t ' d th_ g g , ipman, main aine e rock the
fiillar consisted of was from the Keuper Basement Beds (‘The Story of the
emlock Stone" (1892), Trans, Nottingham Nets, sot, for I891, ll-16),

THE 06761” BF THE STONE 1/V FACT 14:‘/0 L565/#0  ‘

giiliam Stgkelgy (lS87fiZ65), an ingegaaggaqie fegprgfr of antiquarian
an opi rap ica curiosi ies sugges_e e, em oc one as “ ro a
H39 renliagigs ofnai76guar£y“ (/i;_li'neif"ar#:m i?ur;iisé1fi,,,l,_tVo1£l, 2tnJ,
e n,, on on, , searc o e avai a e i era ure in ica es
there to have been no known quarrying on the site, although sand was
qgarrieg_nearby, Shgpman helg_thetg onehto hive been tge pro ugt of "the
s ow ac ion o wea er ex en in rou vas a es‘ an acia ac ivi
(“The Geology of Stapleford agnd San?:iiacre“ ‘gap, cit? 10-19)), More
recently F, ,Taylor of Nottingham University has revived the notion
about quarrying though without citing an; evidence (‘The Geology of the
Area Uest o Nottingham" (1964), fierczan eolqgist, l,l,73-4),

Legend reaching back to medieval times tells _of another origin,
Accor IITQD to this the stone was hurled by the devil at_a particuarly
pious Ab ot of Lenton Priory' whose» prayers he found disturbing, the
stone missed and ended up where it now stands, A variation of this tale
has the stone directed at Lenton Eriory_ itself (Abttinyhan Topic,
January, I930), Such,tales are in keeping with the medieval idea of the
devil as Prince of the Power of the Air, and contrary to what many think
the sounding of_ church bells, for example, were not so much to call
people to services but rather to ward off the devil, No less an
aut ority than the so-called angelic doctor himself, Thomas Aquinas
wrote of bells: "Provided they have been duly consecrated and baptised“
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An early photograph of the Hemlock Stone,

they are the primary means of “frustrating the atmospheric mischiefs of
the devil” (cited in, A Hustory of the Uarfare of Science with Theolo y
in Christendom by A,D,Uhite, Arco, London, T955, pp,343-350), The
Hemlock Stone is by no means the only missile hurled according to_legend
by the devil, A monolith in the grounds of Rudston church (Yorkshire is
said to have been thrown at the church door, while the name of the
Devil's Arrows near Borouhbridge, also in Yorkshire, almost speak for
themselves, though the evil was suhposed to have been aiming at
Aldborough itself when he fired them, C early, Dld Nick was no marksman!
THE DEVIL AND THE STIJHES

The name, Hemlock Stone, is suggestive of witchcraft_or diabolism, and
throughout the country can be found other pillars which have attracted
to themselves similar suggestive titles, In pre-scientific times the
“explanation” for the origin of structures considered too large or
spectacular _to be_ of human orignn (geology is a relatively modern
scientific discipline) was found y invoking the supernatural power of
the devil, though Merlin the legendary magician was also a candidate,¥
The Devil's Arrows have already been mentioned, Dnly three of these
millstone grit pillars remain in situ, the tallest bein ~twenty-three
feet in height, and each weighs an estimated twenty plus gonnes, Dn the
side of Leckhampton Hill near Cheltenham can be seen the Devil's
Chimney, Many a tale has been told about this structure, which several
local anti uarians looked u on as an an '_ _ q p _ cient religious centre, The
eminent invertebrate palaeontologist and stratigrapher, S,S,Buckman
concluded it was a natural creation formed through erosion over a period
of five hundred years (Cheitenhan as a Holiday Resort, Cheltenham,
T897), well, scien ists, even distinguished individuals, can be fooled,
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and the storywof the true ori in of the pillar is rather different from
what Buckman and others thought, The structure in_fact dates ohly from
about T795, and was created as a remarkable ublicit stunt,,, when a
railway was laid down to a quarry on the hill (D,E,Bick, 01d
Leckhaw ton its Quarries, Railways, Riots and’ the Devil's Chianey.
pp,35-7?, How those old-time workers would have laughed to read the
tales which grew up surrounding their pillar,

The ass_ociat_ion_ bf stones with the devil is widespread, being found
not only in Britain but other harts of Europe, At Loggerheads in North
Hales there is a stone bearing he devil‘s hoofprint made when he iumped
off to the top of a nearby mountain, another tale attributes it to
|'ferlin's horse, A rock in Brittan is said to show the imprint of the
devil's thi hs, and rocks said to have been thrown at churches in
Cologne and gSaint Pol-de-l_.eon are claimed to display his claw marks, The
heel stone at Stonehenge is said to have been thrown at a friar, hitting
him on his heel, hence its_nane, and to prove the tale the incredulous
are shown the imprint of his heel, The late Edmund Taylor, Treasurer of
the East Hidlands Geolhnical Society, told the present writer that one
of the led es on the emlock Stone was known in his boyhood as the
devil's seil‘ because Dld Nick was supposed to have been seen sitting
there, Hr,Tayl0r was brought up as a Roman Catholic and trained as a
Jesuit, though eventually became an atheist and left the church.

UHAT I5 IN A NAME?

_ As mentioned earlier, the name, Hemlock Stone, conveys hints of
witchcraft for the hemlock plant ((‘oniuw wacuiatunl has been
traditionally associated with this supposed cult, It could be in the
past it was abundant in the vicinity of the stone, although such is not
the case today and I have come across no reports of this being so in the
past, The name Hemlock was used by Stukeley io , cit, p.53), the first
antiquarian to write, albeit briefly, of the stone, hence the name was
established when he visited the site and so we can reasonably consider
it to predate the l7th century,

According to several local antiquarians the Ofllgllflil name for the
stone was he Crumlech, or Cromlech Stone, and Hi iaii Stretton, who
published the first illustration of it, displays no doubts about this
stating “its present name of Hemlock Stone (is) only a corruption of
Croniech Stone, and must have been of British or Danish origin"
(Stretton hanuscripts, Privately published, Nottingham _l9l0, p.40),
Stretton relied upon earlier writers in suhhort of this claim, though he
failed to cite them nor does the au or of the article in the
hbttinghaa Topic for January I980, who adopts this claim, Just to make
the ma ter more confused is the reference to the stone as ‘The Himlack
Stane“ in the Nbttingham yfiuardian fcw June 6 _I90S, although this
aphears _to ;have been derived from the mishelling of the name by
U, ,Aveline in his Geological Survey hewoir of BBO,

A philologist, Professor H,H,Leon, is reported in the 6uardian's local
notes and queries feature in it's issue for September 27, 1913, as
having told a local congress that the name was Danish in origin being
derived from an old Danish word 'hemmelig', which means cover, close or
something which overspreads, the latter a description which certainly
fits thé appearance of the Hemlock Stone, The Danes certainly settled in
Nottinghamshire leaving traces of their presence in local place names, A
transi ion from hemme ig to hemlock over several centuries would be
quite natural, Leon rejected the theory of the name.being a corruption
of cromlech on the ground of the word meaning 'stone', a ragared the
title ‘bent bent stone‘ as “a needless and stupid reiteration‘.
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THE HEHLOCK STONE Al/V0 THE 0H1/10$
, _ _ _ ,,, .,'l.¢--The notion of the Hemlock Stone servin as a centre for Druidic 45'“ 1 J“

activities was at one time hopular amongst %ottingham antiquarians, In i£1§I:§L~,I;Qf"Tv~\\\
white‘s, History and Gazer ear of Not inghamshire published in TBB4, B ‘T- L :'“'_,":(:".fiJ7,z;'T-'1;
reference is made to the belief the stone was a druidic temple, An "*",+,c-i--,- “
unsourced and undated newspaper cutting in thecollection of Nottingham h ii‘-"='Z"“€...‘Z.*"'§.‘Z ,r.o
Central Librare (probably a e l9th century in date) states it to appear c _-—g§;- -Q,
‘highly probab e that it (the Hemlock Stone) was a druidical altar“, for ‘"‘ ‘
“it stands in an area commanding an extensive view over a plain“, Indeed
it was not until after l9|B that any maior building took place nearby,
according to hrs,Kafhleen Henley who frequently visited the stone with
her father, She also speaks o standing with her back to the stone,
shouting and listening to an echo returning (hers, comm,), The anonymous
writer of _the newspaper article Just men ioned speculates that in
druidical times the area was covered with a wood of native oaks.
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\In the Park area of Nottingham that were once called ‘Druids Holes‘ _ -_ ,,

because they were thought to have been the homes of the local druid ',"-,r‘-¢"—'j_P:-
priests; our anonymous author displays no doubts about this being a \ -,'!=“___._»___,
matter of established fact and readilt ties these in with the Hemlock ,,,e_¢.»j(i 1-._;_,,
Stone. Such beliefs, though, find no support amongst modern students of ;_ T
Nottingham-5 past, and their origin seems to date no further back than Q . ‘T.
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the early lath century, when ocal antinnarians having read their
Stukeley and others uite naturall sou h for evidence f_ h q " ‘ y g _ h o similar ,_
druidical associations here, and as there exist no circles of standing -€§_<f~__.,.f;--_i~._.i_.--_(__.;i»..~;;qt} __ __ »~
stones or known monoliths decided the Hemlock Stone provided an '-i-;-;';‘-T’~_"'""~"<~- .»:>~_"'-'.-J
acceptable substitute, fit’; ,/‘ac

The earliest known illustration of
the Hemlock Stone, dated IBIS,
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Imaginative ideas about the supposed druidical associations of sites
such as certain caves and the Hem ock Stone did spill over into the 29th
century, for one Samuel Page, in no less a place than the TI'dll5dt'HOI7:i'
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of the I/iorotan_$_ociety, claimed the evidence of druidical activities
might ‘yer; definitely be traced‘ at the site of the Hemlock Stone
(1 O6, 20- 3), However, his "evidence", when examined turns out to be
merely a play on words, using as it's authority a letter published in
william Hone‘s, rear fibok for I831 (p,867l, wherein the writer sought to
demonstrate the name Toot Hills as deriving from the Celtic deity
Teutates, Page asserts a_loma1 stream, the Tottle Brook, was so named
after ‘an important Toothill close by“, Responding to this exposition of
belief in the druids, an anonymous correspondent in the same issue of
the ivsnsactrons reiects Page's claims, noting there to be no evidence
to connect the stone with t e druids, while t e etymology of “Toothill"
is merely ‘an example of the process known as he reduplication of
synonyms‘ (p.20), Even Stukeley, who was certainly not an individual to
leave drU1d5 out if the chance arose to dra them in fails to allude
druidical influences when he writes of the Hemlock Stone,

No_ archaeological evidence has been discovered anywhere in the
Nottingham area which can be said to attest to druidical activities,
Indeed for all their fame, largely based, I suspect, _oh what Julius
Caesar wrote about thee couuled with a measure of romantic nationalistic
uride on the part of some 7th century antiquarians, who saw Britain's
egacy of stone circles and standing stones and found it difficult to

at ribute them to an ancient people who they viewed as being crude and
barbaric so therefore concluded there must have been be some
intellectuals amongst them, findinlg Caesar's druids to be as good as
any to fill this role, Interesting y, when the Nottiugham Hidden History
Team excavated and cleared ai cave under Jallahdfs ine Merchants (now
Brown's Restaurant) in Goosegate in T978, they discovered a head carved
on one wall which mirrored the traditional picture of a druid'_s head
iP,A,Nix Abftinghae Caves, Nottingham Hidden History Team, Nottingham,
I984), The excavators do not claim he head to be druidical,_or the _the
cave is really ancient, but the likeness did strike them as interesting,
It is just possible that the cave might once have been a chapel.

The most ancient relics discovered in any of Nottinghae's caves date
from around T250 CE (Andrew Hamilton, Abffin nee City of Caves
Nottingham, Nd, p,2) though as flint implements gave'been found in the
area, as well as extensive habitation traces in the Trent Valley the
Nottingham area was inhabitated from very early times, However, contrary
to the hopes and claims of some local antiquarians there is no firm
evidence that a Roman station ever existed here, A Roman pottery vessel
was ‘found in Friar Lane, according to its owner, lthe late George
Campion. but this was probably introduced, The discovery of perplexing
artifacts where they are not expected was discussed by C, van Riet Lowe
fifxlvlilI[?u|I{3T:8§l\90';lfi1i.fil15 in Prehistory‘, published in I954 (4nt1'qu1'i!y,

en eccentric Victorian archaeologist, Frederick Clements, took
speculation about Nottingham‘s caves to extremes when he decided the
EFOVIIJEG ample evidence to demonstrate they were the work of ancient
guptians who had somehow ended up here, He viewed the cave system as an

ex ensive truglodite settlement complete with brick staircases to the
surface, The gyptian evidence was, he decided, to be found in the shape
of, amon other things, square supporting columns in certain caves (From
4/hencet/kfiottinghee $prang,,,,, Nottingham, T882-1891. This was published
In pan 5 . _

The Hemlock Stone has attracted the attention of scholars and the
curious for centuries, and remainstoday a local tourist attraction
even having e public houee named after it! whether it-ever inspired
religious awe and reverence I have no means of knowing, though one

9.

cannot help but suspect that people who scattered standing stones around
the countr , presumably because of certain religious convictions then
held would have seen in the stone somethin of he symbolism_of their
faith, If such s eculatioh is correct then Che Hemlock Stone might have
been sacred, and: I, for one, see no reason why the druids, if they
flourished in this area should not have adopted the stone and used i
to promote their own iniluehce in much the same way the priest kind of
the Christian cult happily took over all manner of doctrines and
practices from rival cults, such as Hithraism, and christianised them,

If stones could speak what tales the Hemlock Stone might tell, Perhaps
if there is some scientific credibility in the h pothesis that stone
naturally records sounds it might one day be possibfe to tap this, Until
then, though, the Hemlock Stone will keep it's secrets and remain an
enigmatic structure around which legends will continue to grow,
X E,von Daniken in his various books adouted a similar line of reasoning, though

he gave the credit to extra-terrestria s.

|ZIi1I _*,,— Inca-e-|_e "_ ‘III ii--5..-—

, ~4£:ese;;weme. ' ,»emmwer~+~ ~- TTwo views of the Hemlock Stone ' ._W,t,.,u;*':~’1f';'='1#»-~-are
in 1905. *3; e3@F§@$$:
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The author s' l th k th f ' ' ' ~ -Peul Nix s iiniisiriai £323. Bsllolriguilgg mirthgintiinvfluaiflii Mp H" K ml"
Nottingham Central Library, 9 Uta istory Depart'ent of
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A photograph taken between 1900 and
1914 showing a group of unidentified
children posing before the Hemlock
Stone.


